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Ranger-Gate
What just happened to the
organization of the year?
by Stephanie Roller
Senior reporter

Adult students balance school and family
by Ellen Goodnight
Guest Reporter
The daily lives of non-traditional students are like
playing a successful game of chess. The gameboard
can be imagined with the responsibilities for family
need, job and school emblazoned on them.
But this is a curious game of chess: it has no rule
book. As a result, the non-traditional students and
their families have had to make significant adjustments in their lives in order to succeed at the game.
Louise Donovan, a non-traditional student majoring
in Communications is happily married with four children ranging in age groups from college to grade
school.
"My family now accepts the fact that sometimes
they hear me working on the computer at 4 a.m.,"
Donovan said.
Many non-traditional students return to complete
degrees postponed because of family and job responsibilities.
Two such students who have come back to the Regis
gameboard for nursing degrees are Esther Sponenberg
and Danette Londino Myers.
Sponenberg has a son, 12, and a set of identical twin
girls, 8, all of whom are involved in numerous school
and sports activities.
'Tm frequently going in three different directions .
.. sometimes my only chance to study is late at night,"
Sponenberg said.
Londino Meyers is married and has three children.
At 18, she entered the nursing program at the former
Loretto Heights College with a baby and a husband for
which to care, a combination which soon proved to be
too much to handle.
She left Loretto Heights and spent the next 18 years

working to support her growing family. Of the change
in her life, Londino Meyers says, "I nave always taken
care of others and now I'm taking care of me."
All three of the students credits their sucesses in
college to the support of their families.
LondinoMeyer' s husband works 12 to 15 hour days,
but sometimes "when he gets off early ... [he] wiH
come home and do housework while I study."
Sponenberg's husband is working 3 different jobs
while she is in school. "I know the sacrifices my
husband and children are making," she says.
Donovan relies on her family's resourcefulness.
"When Im not there to fix dinner, they will fix dinner
themselves or call for pizza .. .The kids have learned
to look out for one another more than ever before,"
Donovan said.
These older students see themselves as different
from younger students.
In her first semester at Regis, Sponenberg felt out of
place, missing the company of older students. But she
perservered, viewing herself as a serious student.
"I know what my family is going through for me to
be here, and I will not allow anything to mess this up."
Likewise, Londino Meyers believes her serious attitude toward becoming a nurse is her best game plan,
regardless of the problems she might encounter.
Donovan takes the difficulties of being an older
student in stride. "I know I'm a different kind of
student but I'm not a pioneer."
Nonetheless, she "loves to compete with the younger
students."
On the Regis gameboard, the love and support of
spouses and children, a great deal of personal strength
and dedication have become successful strategies for
these non-traditional studenB.

On April 20, 1993, Jim McCormick and Bryan
Steffen, Director ofFinance, distributeda memo to all
student government clubs and organizations announcing that all funds were to be immediately frozen.
The memo stated that it was necessary to freeze all
account activity due to the lack of revenue from
Ranger Day. All accounts will be frozen until it is
determined what the financial situation is.
According to the memo, "No check requests will be
processed from this point on. Only a few exceptions
will be allowed and must be cleared with Jim McCormick
first."
McCormick stated that the Ranger Day admission
was improperly collected. This year's admission was
broken into two categories: $6 for admission and $10
forT-Shirts, or $15 for both (or$12 with a PAC card).
PAC ads that advertised Ranger Day listed the prices
both individually (admission or t-shirt) or combined.
At Ranger Day, however, the $6 for admissions was
paid, but the t-shirts sat in boxes off to the side at the
admissions booth.
According to McCormick the plan was to .charge
everyone the full $15, but somehow the people working the admissions booth offered the option of a $6
entry without at-shirt. Most people chose to forgo the
t-shirt and paid only the $6. This situation resulted in
a deficit revenue of some $6,300 because the t-shirts
and ranger cups were purchased in advance, in anticipation of everyone paying the $15 entry fee.
"All club accounts except essential club functions
and previous commitments will be frozen" McConnick
r.eported to the Highlander staff. "Activities such as
the spring formal and the graduation dance will not be
affected because they were prior commitments."
"The last day to spend money from accounts is this
Friday," reported McCormick. If it is detennined that
accounts can be unfrozen, then the deadline to spend
account money will be extended for an undetermined
period of time."
In the meantime, Ranger Day t-shirts are available
in the student life office.
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Tessa Davis, Giovanna Richardson and Kerry Wanser thought they were
body-builders after being hypnotized by Jim Wand.
Heather Baniszewski/Highlander

- Vendors were on campus during Ranger Week, selling jewelry and

bags.
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander

Students tried various activities at Ranger Day . They played in the air cas\le, med
put-put golf, listened to bands and socialized.
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander

Scene at Regis

Joe Zemek makes his own fun at Ranger Day by playing
with bubbles.
Heather Baniszewsk.i/ffigbtander

The newspaper staff gathered for a party on Sunday to end the year. Del Stark, Stephanie Roller
Andreatta Grisenti, Tammy Brannen, Janellen Smith and her son, Buddy, take a break from eati~g
to ham-it-up.
Photo by Ed Smith
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More Regis News----- Commencement Schedule
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The 1993 Spring Commencement Ceremonies are quickly
approaching. Both ceremonies are scheduled to be held outside
on Boettcher Commons ("The Quad"). In the unfortunate event
of inclement weather the ceremonies will be moved to the Fieldhouse.
Saturday, May I, 1993, 10:00 a.m. - School for Professional
Studies Commencement
Sunday, May 2, 1993, 10:00a.m. -Regis College and School for
Health Care Professions Commencement
Saturday, May 1, 1993, 4:00 p.m. - Baccalaureate Mass (Baccalaureate Mass will be held in the Fieldhouse).
Congratulations to all graduates.

Career Services News
Career Services has more events coming up to help you find a
job, so mark these dates on your calendar.
April22
American Communication Network is holding an information
session for people interested in marketing.
3:00-5:00 p.m. in the Life Directions Center Classroom
Recent Grads Job Club
The recent grad job club will teach you:
* How to identify the career niche that is uniquely you
* How to discover which companies hire occupants you desire
* Create a network of individuals who can help you
* Learn how to be the one who gets the job offer
* Get new job leads

Stop by or call Career Services
May 11, 13, 18 and 20
at
458-3508 for more informa9:30 - 11 :30 a.m.
Coors Life Directions Center
tion on these events and to RSVP!
Cost: $25; includes all materials

Cascade Project Continues Next Year
Next semester the Center for Service Learning will continue the
mentoring program called the "Cascade Project."
This program will pair Regis University students with either a
North High School student, Skinner Middle School student or
Bryant Webster Elementary School student.
These youth are exposed to obstacles such as low self esteem,
teen pregnancy, alcohoVdrug abuse, and gang affiliation with a
drop out rate at North High of 53 percent. This is the highest in
the State.
Because Regis is a member of the Northwest community and
because "service to others" is part of the educational mission, we
have a responsibility to help these youth in the pursuit of their
education.
The R~is students' role will be to spend approximately 4-5
hours pey-week with their assigned youth. - This one on one
relationship is expected to last through the 1993-1994 academic
year.
Time can be spent tutoring, going to activities together and
performing volunteer work together iri the community. Once a
month all of the students will participate in an event either at
Regis or in the community.
Additionally, students are needed next semester to tutor children who are homeless and have extreme educational and economic challenges.
If you are interested in participating in either of these programs,
please contact Jaimie Birge in Loyola #12 or at extension 3550.

Regis School for Professional
Studies Testing Center
You can earn college credit through testing.
Over 60 exams are available in subject areas such as college
composition, humanities, social sciences, business, literature,
foreign language, economics, history, psychology, mathematics,
accounting and western civilization.
These exams fulfill specific Regis University requirements.
See your advisor to determine bow these exams will fit into your
degree plan.
Testing Center Hours are: Monday - Thursday: 8:30 - 6:00
Friday: 8:30 - 5:00
The Testing Center is open throughout the year.
Call 458-3575 to obtain information and test schedules.

One position still available for
Senior Class Rep.
Leave na111e and phone nu,nber in
Ca,npus Life for Ki111 Aragon.

Regis Summer School has something for everyone with over
,
100 courses available:

Session AMay 3-7
Session BMay 10- June 4

Session CJune 7- July 30
Sessioa DAugust 2-6

•

While our Session A one week courses are the fastest way
to graduation, you can also accelerate your degree program with two, three, four, five or six week classes.

•

Summer courses are available in almost every department.
If you don't find what you need, almost every department
offers special and/or independent study opportunities.

•

Our courses can help you meet major, minor, and elective
core requirements.

•

To meet your schedule we offer daytime and evening
classes.

•

Summer internships provide practical experience and are
a great way to earn credit.

REGIS~

UNIVERSITY

Call the Summer School office at 458-4968 or stop by Loyola 11 today!
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Highlander Staff Editorial:

Editorials

Editorial staff thanks Regis

Regis University

Highlander
Editorial & Managerial Staff
Co-Editors
Del Stark
Tammy Brannen
Senior Reporter
Stephanie Roller
Recruiting
Kendra Mondragon
Photographer
Andreatta Grisenti

Entertainment Editor
Barb Shockley
Advertising Manager
Tillie Sanchez
Photo Editor
Corey S. Flanagan
Copy Editor
Jennifer Susich
Business Manager
Bridget Ireland

Faculty Advisor
Dr. Janellen Hill Smith

Regis University

As the year comes to a close, the

Highlander editorial staff would like to
thank everyone who helped make this
year productive and unique.
Thank you to the people who were
involved in Faith and Justice this year.
It was a great experience and hopefully
next year's will at least come close to
the quality of this year's program.
Regis has a beautiful campus, so thank
you, Grounds Crew.
Our Entertainment Editor, Barb Shockley, received much help from people in
the music biz, so thanks are extended to
them, as well.
Kendra Mondragon has helped the
media of Regis a considerably and did a
great job with Media Day. Thanks!
We would also like to thank Comm.
Board for their contributions to the
campus and Public Affairs for their
generosity with photographs.
Our advertisers made the publication

of our paper possible, and we appreciate them tremendously.
CA 475-Newswriting contributed
their time, effort, and stories, which
increased the pool of writers and gave
the
Highlander greater variety.
The staff would like to extend a
special thank you to Dr. Janellen Hill.
Smith for all of her help and support.
She tried to raise the standards of the
paper and did a wonderful job.
But most of all we would like to
thank you, our readers . We have tried
to put out a quality, interesting publication and appreciate your commitment to the paper. An extra bit of
tl1anks to those of you who wrote letters to the editor. You let us know how
we could improve and called us on our
mistakes.
We hope that next year will be better
than ever and thanks again!

Highlander
New Editorial and Managerial Staff forl 993 - 1994
Co-Editors
Tillie Sanchez
Sean McNamara
Entertainment Editor
Barb Shockley
Photo Editors
Andreatta Grisenti
Heather Baniszewski
Copy Editors
Jennifer Susich
Kate Barnes

Business Manager
Tom Lastrom
Workship
Tammy Brannen
Faculty Advisor
Dr. Janellen Hill Smith

Is power held by few?
Who' s running Regis anyway?--the
administration or a small group of students thathas a comer on Regis politics?
We say it is the latter, and we're
taking this opportunity to express our
gripes.
We did n9t have to look far for examples of a clique's influence at Regis .
Let's start with the Honors Ceremony.
Many of the people who received awards
are the same ones who always get recognized. There ~ leaders on campus
besides the ones involved in highly-visible positions on the Student Exec Board
or in Campus Life.
It seemed the nominations committee
was corrupt from the start. The categories for awards were designed so no one
but those in student government fit the
descriptions. Nominations were changed
by the committee during the process,
and members of the committee received
awards themselves. If they only wanted
to pat themselves on the back, why did
they ask for nominations? Why let students think they' re taking part in a decision-making process when the committee is going to honor only the people it
wants?
We're not trying to take something
away from campus leaders. But what
about having a more diverse nominations committee, without seniors on it,
since they're the ones who receive most
of the awards? Everyone already knows
that the visible people on campus are
leaders. Their popularity is their reward. Why not recognize the littlerecognized leaders?
Not only do the same students always
receive recognition, but many of them
misuse their power. This is evident

anytime an R.A. thinks he or she is
above the rules in the residence halls,
or when members of the organization
of the year make a mistake that the
rest of the clubs on campus have to
pay for. These students are chosen to
represent and serve other students and
are entrusted with a lot of responsibility. They should be looking out for
other students' interests and not thinking that they can get away with anything.
What about Alpha Sigma Nu? Who
does it honor? This clandestine organization is designed so no one knows
who the members are, but they are the
same people who always get recognition. The club's selection process is
designed so that no one can figure out
how or when members are chosen.
And the officers let personal feelings
get in the way of a fair selection
process.
How about the graduation speaker?
Why don't seniors have a say? If they
did, maybe they could let Dean Shaver
know that many of them do not approve of his choice. They want a
speaker whom they admire for his or
her grades or community service,
instead of someone who quit the forensics team for being accused of drunk
and disorderly conduct.
This clique problem will stop only
when the administration stops glorifying a small number of students and
starts listening to the majority's gripes.
It will stop when the students, who
are part of the inner circle, stop letting
power go to their heads.
--The Highlander Staff

Media Raunch Fest held in
Regis Student Center
by Stephanie Roller
Senior reporter

The Mass Communications and Society class inundated the campus on April
19, 1993 with the topics of violence, censorship and women in the media and the
way they are portrayed.
The class displayed their group projects in a video onslaught in the Student
Center.
The purpose of "taking over the student center" was to raise the awareness
of faculty, staff and students on the topic
at hand and to provide an awareness of
the images to which t. v ., movies, videos
and magazines subject audiences.
"Our intention was to steal from the
stockpile of media images and identities
and to use those stolen images to construct a critique of the media itself," said
Jeff Ferrell, a professor of sociology.
Edited video tapes, posters, audio tapes
and most of the sociology class, and
sociology professor Jeff Ferrell inundated
the lunch crowd with images carefully

ill

selected from all media genres.
The "Raunch Fest," as the day was
dubbed by the Communication and
Sociology class, tested the limits of
what should and should not be shown in
a video presentation.
One video was set off by itself in the
Ranger Station due to its sexually explicit scenes the film was deemed inappropriate to be shown with the rest of
the videos from the class.
"Media day, to say the least, was
interesting. Being a part of a media
form myself, I did agree that the extremes that are gone to increase ratings
are absurd. Over all I feel that it was a
good wake up call for those who didn't
realize how much the media dictates
their lives," said Freshman Matt Goularte.
Ferrell said, "We want students to
become media literate and become active
producers of media as well as critical
comsumers of media."
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The Birge family is on the move
by David Lowe

I think Regis is a real supporGuest Reporter
tive community as far as my
She rides in her new red wagon. position goes on campus," Lisa
yelling words she~ just ~ed said.
and has red hair that some say
"I remember my campus tour
is out of control.
before I came. People were
She is two year old Caitlin very friendly, I knew I bad a
Birge, the daughter of Associsense of belonging here and it's· ·
ate Campus Life Director Lisa carried through . It's done a lot
Birge and Jaimie Birge, coor- for my career and my family.
dinator for Service Learning and Everything from support of my
unofficial Regis mascot.
position to my family to living
The Birges moved to Denver on campus has been great."
four years ago from the East
Although living in the resiCoast where they both Jaimie dence halls and working at Regis
and Lisa grew up. Jaimie got a bas proved to be a good experijob at CU Boulder and Lisa ence, the family decided to move
came to work at Regis.
off campus and find a house to
"We were extremely excited raise Caitlin.
because we've never lived outBecause of this, Lisa resigned
side the East Coast. There was as Associate Director of Cama sense of adventure coming to pus Life (a live-on position).
Denver. It was time for us to Jaimie looks forward to another
have new challenges and meet year in the department of Servpeople," Jaimie said.
ice Learning.
While Jaimie bas worked in
Trying to find a house and the
various Residence Life posi- thought of packing up this
tions at CU and Teikyo Loretto- summer doesn't seem so bad,
Heights and then in Service but the thought of not living in
Learning here at Regis, Lisa the balls after 10 years of doing
has been in charge of the Resi- . so does seem a bit odd.
dence Halls, supervising the
"We're going to start setting
entire operations of DeSmet, some roots here, which I didn't
O'Connell and West.
think we would do. It will be a
real change for us because we've
"It's been a great four years.

school Model League of Arab
States.
The Model was designed after
the college level model which
enables students to formulate,
present and debate resolutions
on specific topics about the
Middle East.
The Middle Eastern Cultural
Association (MECA), a Regis
club, helped host the event by
providing judges and officers
for the individual committees.
Assisted by several students
from the Air Force Academy,
the high school students were
able to get a taste of university
life as well as the intricacies of
Arab negotiations.
Toe mostly Denver-area students represented "delegations"
from the nations comprising .
the Arab League.
Each student was then responsible for representation of
their country on a certain
committee ranging from Political Affairs to Cultural Affairs.
Toe topics in the committees
covered areas such as women' s
issues, arms control, legal status
of Palestinians and other volatile issues.
The high school students did

us," Lisa said.
Just because the Birges are
moving doesn't mean the family plans to sever any ties.
Although Lisa is searching for
a job, the trio hope to continue
relationships with the people

they met.
"With Jaimie working here, I
think we will try to stay in close
contact with students that we
know . That's real important to
me, I like what Regis is about,"
Lisa concluded.

Jaimie, Lisa and Kaitlyn pose for a picture in front of their current home in West hall.
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander

Get Credit When You
Discover the $47.50 Solution.

Regis MECA hosts recent
model conferenee
by Sarah "f. Wirth
Guest reporter
On Saturday, April 3rd, 1993,
Regis University hosted the high

lived on a college campus since
we were in college.
"Not only is it going to be a
big adjustment for Caitlin but
for Jaimie and I too. We've
always had students around us,
it has been second nature for

not come unprepared for the
event as MECA students bad
ventured to the high schools in
orderto tutor and "coach". The
experience was viewed by the
MECA students as a successful
day.
"I felt that the high school
students showed exemplary
knowledge of their individual
countries," commented Social
Affairs chairperson, Anne-Marie
Marti.
It was generally agreed that
the high school students demonstrated remarkable debating
skills as well as the imperative
ability to remain "in character".
For MECA members, the
event afforded an opportunity
to polish skills learned from the
San Francisco Model League
of Arab States which took place
earlier in March. The next Model
League will be hosted by the
Air Force Academy later in .
April.
With the first high school
Model League successfully
coordinated,duecreditmustbe
given to the high school stu- ·
dents' efforts.
"It was a good experience for i
all of the students involved and
I really think they learned a
lot," stated Erin Draper. "It
· was a beneficial educational
experience for them."
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Discover the treasure of summer courses at any of our five
metro Denver area community colleges, where you can get many of
your college requirements out of the way for just $47.50 a credit
hour! You can transfer core curriculum courses such as calculus,
chemistry, biology, English composition, speech communication,
foreign languages and scores of others at any of Colorado's public
four-year colleges or universities.
If you've been wondering how to finish college sooner, or make
up classes, just contact the community college
1993 Summer Schedule
most convenient to your home or work. You11
find the courses you need, a dedicated faculty,
small classes, personal attention and a cost
that's affordable!
So get into the swim. Day, evening and
weekend classes start early June. Registration
begins late April. Schedules available now.
Community College

aJ&N~l
WEST Red Rocks Community College, Wes/ Sixth A venue al Simms/ Unzon exit, 988-6160 .
NORTH Front Range Community College, Between Federal & Sheridan on 112th, 466-8811.

I

CENTRAL Community College of Denver, Auraria Campus, Colfax & Speer, 556-2600.

I

EAST Community College of Aurora, Sou/hens/ of 6th and Chambers, 360-4790.
SOUTH Arapahoe Community College, South of Bowles off San/a Fe, 797-5900.

JL-----,----------,------~
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by Corey S. Flanagan & Andreatta Grisenti

Honors
Ceremony reco gn1zes
• ·•••••••••••••••••••·· ·· ·· ···· · ····· ··· · ··
.

achievements of many
by Michelle Freeman
Guest reporter

Fifty people attended the Honors Ceremony held April 14 in the Mountai
View Room to acknowledge the wor:
of students, staff and faculty members
throughout the year.
':11is is our chance to applaud the
ach1evem_ents of our best folk," said
Father Michael Sheeran in the invocation.
Jim McCormick, Director of
Campus Life, was the Master of Ceremonies.
Marguerite Toledo, Vice President of
General Assembly, planned the event·
her first act of office.
'
The members of the nominations committee were Kara Kolomitz, Dave Lowe,
Darcy Scheeler, Lennie Carruthers and
Jody Leave. They represented each
area of consideration in the ceremony.
Elizabeth Oberreiter was the faculty
sponsor.
The committee met for three hours to
decide the winners in each of the 15
categories.
The Event of the Year award was
given for the Martin Luther King Day.
The committee felt the celebration was

to 1987 graduate, and current Spanish
pr?f~ssor, Elizabeth Oberreiter. She
said it felt good to be home
Senior Christie Strickla~d received
the Female Athlete of the Year award
She was one of the first members of th~
soccer team 'a program
· · begun four years
ago.
The Male Athlete of the Year went to
baseball player Ben Vel•;n
. curu . He 1s
re~tly ranked seventh in the nation in
wms and will pitch his 200th innino this
season.
"'
Camp~s Life sponsored a special award
to Lenn~s. ~ederson, Director of Physical Fac_1ht1es, for his work with the
renovauon of O'Connell Hall. "How
can o~e get something like this when all
I do is screw up your lives," asked
Pederson after accepting the award.
The Service Awards are given to three
people or organizations that show sincere interest in helping others. The
three winners this year were Lisa Birge
As~istant Director of Campus Life, and
semors Laurie Harris and Kendra Mondragon.
Editor Del Stark presented the Highlanrier award to Kendra Mondragon.
The Man of the Year honors were

~
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HONOR CEREMONY AWARDS
Eve~t of the year - Martin Luther King Day
Special A ward - Jim Sidell
Faculty of the Year - Dr. Alice Reich
Organization of the Year _ p AC
Administrator of the Year - Jaimie Birge
Alumnus of the Year - Liz Oberreiter
Special A ward - Lennis Pederson
Female Athlete of the Year - Christi Strickland
Male Athlete of the year - Ben Veltein
Service Award - Lisa Birge
Service A ward - Laurrie Harris
Serv!ce A ward - Kendra Mondragon
Service A ward - Debbie Selle
Man of the Year - Hung Pham
Woman of theYear- Kara Kolomitz
Leadership A ward - Sarah Eads
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educates and 01otivates
by Kate Barnes
Guest reporter

On Saturday, April 17, BACCHUS
held their annual area conference at
Metro State College in Denver. Over
70 people from four states attended the
event to learn how to improve the
substance abuse prevention programs
on their campuses.
The main goal of BACCHUS is to
encourage students to take an active
role in educating their peers about developing healthy, responsible habits
about their choices in the use of alco"'hol. This goalis achieved through the
use of programming, in which the Unbar
is used to promote Non-alcoholic
choices.
The Conference focused on creating
and maintaining an active club. Topics
such as overcoming stereotypes, motivating members, improving relationships and self-esteem, and encouraging teamwork were all . addressed at
this day-long seminar.
Students at the Conference were also
motivated themselves. The ideas pre-

sented were exciting and challenging,
and they instilled the leaders with new
enthusiasm for promoting BACCHUS
and its ideals.
Ideas such as fund-raising and promotion were extremely helpful to the
Regis BACCHUS chapter. They will
accentuate the substance abuse prevention program on campus and allow
BACCHUS to become a more visible
part of campus activities, such as Ranger
Day and Thursday Thrills.
Information and resources from the
Conference, and the substance abuse
prevention program can be found in the
- resource room in the Life Directions
Center.
BACCHUS and CHOICES would like
to thank Judith lacino for her immense
guidance, and support during this year.
Her experience with substance abuse
prevention and her knowledge of operating such prevention programs will be
greatly missed next year.
Also, to the students who have supported these groups throughout the year,
we gratefully extend our thanks.

·School for Professional
Studies is restructuring
by Stephanie Roller
Senior reporter

Jim Sidell accepts a special award from Campus Life during the honors
Andreatta Grisenti/Highlander
ceremony held on April 14.
the event which best served the community.
Alice Reich, sociology professor, received the Faculty Member of the Year
award. "This means more than I can
possible say," said Reich.
The Programming Activities Council
was awarded the Organization of the
Year for the first time in six years.
Former Vice President of PAC Dominic Dezzutti said, "It was an easy job
because of the group I was working
with."
Oberreiterpresented Jaimie Birge with
the Administrator of the Year Award.

He has been a part at Regis for only one
year, however, the committee felt him
to be "the greatest asset to students,
faculty, and administration."
Alumnus of the Year was presented

awarded to senior Hung Pham, who
has shown excellence in all areas of
academics, athletics, and community
service. Pham presented the award to
his friends saying, "All of you are a
part of the award I have here."
The Woman of the Year award went
to Kara Kolomitz, who also received a
Campus Life Leadership Award.
The John Patrick Riordan Christian
Peace Award (founded on the Feast of
St. Patrick) was given to Sarah Eads.

The committee feels she· has proven
her commiunent to helping others.

Debbie Selle was honored by Campus Life for all her hard work.
The ceremony ended with a Benediction by Sister Ann Goggin.
All award winners were given acertificate that will be encased in a plaque.

According to a memo from Bill Husson, Acting Academic Dean for the
School for Professional Studies, dated
April 5, 1993, "The primary goal is
manageable school with improved communications, clearer lines of authority,
integrated curriculum, improved student service, a stronger SPS presence in
the broader community, greater responsiveness to the marketplace and a solid
faculty identity. and cohesiveness."
Husson states in the memo that "the
13 programs that currently exist under
SPS, which range from 175 enrollments
to over 13,000 enrollments, will be shifted
to fit under one of three categories,
undergraduate, _graduate and academic

delivery systems."
''This new structure incorporates a
new role of faculty degree program chairpersons. These persons will be faculty
first and administrators second. Many
of the administrative aspects of the
programs will be centralized to serve all

units from the academic delivery systems area," said Husson.
According to Husson, "The changes
will be administrative. There will be no
program changes and students really
shouldn ' t notice many changes."
As for the reaction from SPS personel, "For the most part when people
looked at the overall situation, the reaction is that it makes sense. Most of the
questions have been information questions. People are concerned and nervous about changes; who they will be
working with and what they will be
doing. They are concerned as to where
they fit into the restructuring," said Husson.
Husson stated that the key positions
within the School for Professional Studies will be announced this week. "We
will be moving quickly to make the
changes in order to get everyone ready
for the next academic year. Everyone
will know what their role will be early
in May."

...
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Entertain01ent---------------

Sizzling summer selections
by Barb Shockley

Entertainment Editor

Genrecide - A Compilation, Vol. One (Columbia 1993)
This album is a new compilation of various Columbia :µ-tists out on the scene,
familiar and not-so-familiar. Covering from Suede, Soul Asylum, Ned's Atomic
Dustbin, Fish bone, fIREHOSE, Chuck D., Alice In Chains (and more), this
compilation gives listeners a variety of music style. It moves along swiftly and
makes you want to hear more of the artist's other songs. This album is available
in stores now for a mere $8.99. An amazing price for an amazing album!!! Grade:
A.

Eon - Void Dweller (Columbia 1992)
Technofunk at its best. It has the potential to groove The Fly Girls and make
any dance club _owner ecstatic. There is an undeniable forceful beat throughout
the album to dnve you to be the dance king or queen of the century. You can't
sit still through this one! If you like to dance, this one's for you! Grade: A

The Goats - Tricks of the Shade (Columbia 1992)
.

•

•

,.

The Goats are a conventional rap band saturated with heavy political and social
issues. The "Typical American" video is on heavy rotation on Channel I2's
Teletunes. A band that drives heavy scratching and female back-up singers into
your brain, this isn't your usual "pumpin' bass" rap band. They are comparable
to House Of Pain meets Young MC. A very mellow rap band at its best, but
it's not that bad either. Grade: C+
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Soul Asylum - Grave Dancers Union (Columbia 1992)
Tue wide success of the album's first single ··somebody To Shove" bas made

this band a cross-over from metal to alternative music (with the focus more on
alternative). Describable as progressive R.E.M. meets Screaming Trees, the
twelve song album hardly reflects them as a band (they are much more potent
live). Just the same, this album mixes hard-core power chords with melodies to
make you dance and bop around ( the second side is the harder/darker side). Grade:
B+

Gruntruck - PQsh (Roadrunner 1992)
One of Seattle's least-known, hardest bands. The first and hardest single
"Tribe" gives any mosher whiplash. Not necessarily just a metal band, they can
appeal to the harder alternative music fans, too. Ferocious in-your-face riffs
joined with eerie, dark, deep lyrics screamed from Ben McMillan who has a touch
of Soundgarden' s Chris Cornell. A creepy and uneasy mood is forced on you. An
album for people who like dark sounding music. Grade: A

General Public - Hand To Mouth (IRS 1993)
This album is are-issue of General Public's 1986 release and brings eight more
tracks to the album. This album has its dorky parts, but the good songs on it make
up for that. This album is definitely an album for "older" people; it's not really
an album for the younger generation. This album is kind of hokey, but it's not so
bad that I had to throw it against the wall. If you like mellow tunes wrapped in
annoying vocals, this album is for you. Not recommended for anyone under 30.
....,,
Grade: D.

Saigon Kick. Left to right: Matt Kramer, Phil Varone, Jason Bieler, Chris
McLemon.

Saigon Kick - The Lizard (Atlantic 1992)
Here comes a band full of so much energy and enthusiasm that listeners of this
album have a hard time denying their force. More or less an album heavily
influenced by political issues and love, it is also filled with emotion from guitarist
Jason Bieler. The lyrics on this album are really deep and intense. The album's
first big hit "Love Is On The Way" ran its way up the charts on Billboard and on
MTV. Coming out of Florida, this band is somewhere in the middle of Poison and
Skid Row with a touch of Motley Crue's rhythm. A killer album full of grooves
and harmony that makes your head spin with glee. Grade: B+

Barb's Grade Scale
A++
A
B+
B

C+
C

Killer! Almost made me die!

I.Q1aJ.h cool, play it again Sam!
Trippin' (I fell over)
It was cool, my heart fluttered
Not bad, I'm impressed
Neutral--good and bad

C-

Coulda been better

D+

You tried a little

D
DF
Now CONTAINS 8 BONUS TRACKS

Sheah, right!
Blahhh, only one good thing
~ me

a break! Go away!
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A Country state of mind:
Robert Ellis Orrall
by Matt Goularte
Entertainment Reporter

One of country music' s newest starts tume~ out to be country."
recently appeared at The Grizzley Rose
Dunng the course of his counon April 16 & 17. His name is Robert try music career Orran has
Ellis Orran.
penned songs for Mason-Dixon
Although Orran is new to performing Charlene Carter and Shenan~
countrymusic,he' snotexactlyanover- doah's 1990#1 "Next To You
night success story.
Next To Me."
'
Orrall began singing in groups in eleAfter living in Nashville and
mentary school in Lynnfield, Massa- writing songs for five or six
chusetts, a Boston suburb.
years Orran decided that it was
In the mid-1970's, he played in the time to start recording . Orran
Boston club circuit From there Orran stated, "Everyone worries about
inked a deal with RCA' s international how their records are going to
division. This led to three non-country do because that's how they make
albums that did well as far as the critics their living."
were concerned, but faltered in the stores.
His first single "Boom! It Was
During this time he and Carlene Carter Over" quickly made its way
(also a pop artist at the time) reached into the top ten and his current
the top 40 with the pop song "I Couldn •t single "A Little Bit Of Her Love"
Say No."
has already reached the twenHowever, at the same time Orran ties. "It's the greatest feeling
also had a country band called the Sunny in the world," is how Orrall deCowbo s. He tried to et a deal for scribed how he felt when "Next
r-------===-;._;_.:..::....==-=..::.::.=-~-----To You, Next To
Me" went number
one on Billboard's
Country chart.
I asked Orrall if he and
arter have considered reeleasing their pop song in
jthe country market. He siriily said, "No, it doesn't really
ound country." "In fact, I
eard it on a country station
ot too long ago and it didn't

?::-;'===============~

them, but was unsuccessful.
In a one-on-one interview with Orrall,
he told me he decided to make the
switch to country because "Every time
I sat down at the piano to write a song it

My response was that if
'Achy Breaky Heart" could
ake it as a country single
en anything he's ever done
ould. This remark brought
little bit of a laugh from
im. (Iwanttostressthathe
idn' t make a comment one
ay or another to my reark.)
Orrall says that his image
· s thatofapretty normal guy
nd that his up-beat music

reflects the fact that his family comes
before anything else in his life. His
favorite song from his album Flying
Colors is "Every Day When I Get
Home."

"Since I'm constantly on the road
singing 'Every Day' takes me back to
my three kids," Orrall said. The song
was dedicated to his kids durin_g the
show on,the 17th.
""'
Orrall described his shows as being
"very energetic, up-beat and rockin' ."
I can tell you from experience that this
is definitely no lie.
The most memQrable show throughout his career was the first one he did
with his current band. "It was the first
time we had ever performed before a
crowd and it was also taped for TNN' s
show 'On Stage,"' he said.
As do many other musicians, Orrall
has his hobbies to occupy his free time
on the road. He likes.to collect old tin
toys, old plastic radios and monopoly
games (old, specialized, ·limited ed.,
etc ... ). 'Tm always bringing home
junk," he said.
Sports is something else Orrall likes.
"Sometimes we'll play basketball or
throw the baseball around."
When I asked him what two performers in country music past or present he

could work with, he said George Jones
and Vern Gosdin. Then he went on to
say that he and Vern have just written a
song together, so I could cross him off.
I can't begin to report how pleasurable it is to go to a concert and have
95 % of the songs be up-beat and positive.
"Boom! It Was over" opened the
show and was also the second to the last
song. The second time it was played
there was what seemed to be a five
minute instrumental part that was unreal.
It was easy to tell that these guys
really loved what they were doing. The
last song was what Orrall called their
theme song, "Here Comes The Weekend." The song was more than fitting,
in fact, it should have been Ranger
Day's theme.
All I can say is that if you like to hear
a lot of upbeat music, then you'll love
Robert Ellis Orrall. After all, he only
played two ballads the entire night.
Even though he's from the Boston area,
he's one hell of a country singer and
song writer. The name of his album is
Flying Colors. Check it out, it's well
worth the money. BOOM! IT WAS
OVER WST LIKE 11-IAT!

Spend your summer doing service in Russia
Press release- Colorado organization
offers students three research/adventure
expeditions in Russia and Central Asia
Have you ever had the desire to travel
through previously forbidden forests or
to seek out rare archaeological discoveries in a far away land?
How about working with international
experts to develop strategies for protecting the environment?
.
Service Adventures Incorporated (SAi)
gives students a unique opportunity to
participate in historic projects that couple
Western, Russian and Central Asian
expertise. SAi' s current projects include:
• Protecting the Volga River and wild
wetlands of Russia's beautiful deciduous forests;

*

Initiating the first international
research expedition to study important
dinosaur track sites in Central Asia;
* Teaming up with Archaeological
Institute of Uzbekistan (former soviet
Central Asian republic rich in archaeological sites.)
This summer, university students and
scientists will conduct research with
Russian and Central Asian counterparts
in Uzbekistan and Russia.
In Russia proper (Nixhny Novgorod),
students will work with experts in aquatic
ecosystems, botany and sustainable
economic development. Two projects
will take place in Uzbekistan - one will
study dinosaur track sites and another
will examine monuments of ancient
culture on the famous Silk Road.

WHO CAN PARTICIPATE?
Nizhny Novgorod)
Student positions on project teams are
* "Dinosaur Trackways" - June 18
still open. Individuals interested in in- through July 15
ternational relations, anthropology, pa(destinations include Moscow,
leontology, botany, forestry, ecology, Tashkent and Samarkand)
history, Russia and sustainable devel* "Lost Cities" - June 2 through June
opment will have the learning experi- 30
ence of a lifetime.
(destinations include Moscow,
SAi assembles project teams with par- Tashkent and Samarkand)
ticipants of diverse backgrounds and
interests. The only prerequisites are a
Make the most of your summer.
sense ofadventure, an open mind and an
For a brochure or registration
open heart.
partners and institutions.
information, write Monte Roulier
WHEN AND WHERE WILL THE at Service Adventures, Inc., at
PROJECT BE HELD?
P.O. Box 480065, Denver, Colo* "Volga Research" - July 15 through
rado,
80248; or call (303) 892August 16

.

(destinations include Moscow and
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Women's golf coach hired

Sports _ _ _ _ _ __

History in the making not just
another day at the ball park
by Gabe Shrader
Guest reporter

Play ball! This one thought
was on the mind of every fan at
the Rockies home opener Friday, April 9. The lucky crowd
of over 80,000 witnessed history as the Colorado Rockies
took on the Montreal Expos in
what came to be a very exciting
slugfest for the home team.
Many Rockies fans arrived
as early as 9: 30 a.m. Most fans
arrived early to party as well as
to scope out the Rockies. On
the first day alone there were
over 300,000 programs sold to
anxious fans.
Mile High Stadium and
McNichols Arena were busy
with food vendors and gift
booths. The major radio stations in the Denver area were
present, giving away gifts and
tickets to the game. People
waited for their chance to win a
ticket to the historical home

opener.
As game time approached,
the excitement could be felt in
the air. People filed into Mile
High to claim their seat before
the first pitch. After the introduction of the teams and the
playing of the anthems, it was
the moment for which Rockies
fans had been waiting.
Bryn Smith, the starting pitcher
for the Rockies, threw a ball for
the first pitch. The ball was
then handed to the umpire so
that it could be put in the Hall
of Fame. Smith bad a rough
start but managed to finish the
inning without allowing the
opposing team to score.
In the bottom half of the first,
the home team got to show their
stuff. I}ric Young led off the
inning with an unbelievable
home run to left-center field.
The crowd erupted. The Rockies were on their way to victory.

The home team erupted for
11 runs while holding the opposition to a mere four. Rockies fans were blessed with one
of the most exciting and anticipated opening games ever. "That
was one of the most exciting
sporting events I have ever been
to," claimed Denver University student Shawn Gilley. "I
will remember this for the rest
of my life."
A beautiful day, a record
breaking crowd, a hot dog, a
beer, and fantastic fans made
the perfect day for the perfect
sport.
Just like every other perfect
day, this one had to come to a
close. A new shirt to remember
the day, and maybe even another dog before leaving. After
a last look at the field, everyone was on their way. This was
not just another day at the ball
park, it was history in the
making.

Schreffler Named Assistant Men's Soccer Coach
Owen Schreffler was named
assistant men's soccer coach at
Regis University. That announcement was made by Amy
Machin-Ward, head men's
soccer coach.

Schreffler graduated from
Philadelphia College of Textiles and Sciences in 1984. He
was a member of the varsity
soccer club there from 1979 to
1984. He holds his United States

Soccer Federation (USSF) "C"
Coaching License.
Regis University competes at
the NCAA Division II level and
is a member of the Colorado
Athletic Conference (CAC).

Mike Kramer bas been named
'Tm looking forward to the
head women's golf coach at opportunity of getting this proRegis University. That an- gram off the ground," said
nouncement was made April Kramer. "Our program will
15 by Barbara Schroeder, As- give the high school golfers in
sociate Director of Athletics.
the state of Colorado an excelKramer, a 1988 graduate of lent opportunity to play colRegis University, has been the lege golf right in their own
head men's golf coach at the back-yard," added Kramer.
school since 1989. he was a
Regis University's women's
stand-out on the Ranger golf golf will compete at the NCAA
team under the late Lou Kel- Division II level as an indelogg. In addition to bis duties pendent. Colorado State Uniat Regis, Kramer is the assis- versity is the only other school
tant golf professional at the in the state to sponsor women's
Applewood Golf Club in intercollegiate golf.
Golden.

Basketball coach leaves post
Laura Fischer, assistant
women's basketball coach,
announced her registration last
week.
Fischer has been on the Regis
University basketball staff for
the past three seasons. During
that period of time the Rangers
posted an overall record of 4141 and a 19-21 mark in the
Colorado Athletic Conference
(CAC). Prior to coming to Regis

she had a very successful bead
coaching tenure at Skyview and
Highland High Schools in
Adams County.
A 1977 graduate of the University of Denver, Fischer was
inducted into the Colorado
Coaches of Girl's Sports hall of
fame in March of 1991. In
1984 she was honored by the
Sportswomen of Colorado for
her "Contribution to Sports".

W6-men's ·Golf Teain to Form
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Did you m.iss the 1993-1994
Housing Sign-ups?
Come by the Campus Life Office,
Student Center #214 with a $100.00
non-refundable deposit and sign-up
for a quad room in O,C or a double
or single on the Wellness Floor
in West!

Questions Call 458-3505
Campus Life

(joodLuck
C[ass of '93
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THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.
You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing
offers ... professional
challenges.
Plus new study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.

303-360-9379

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:
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Ranger Baseballers in search
for a little luck after bum trip
After the Regis Baseball team
returned from their spring trip
to Florida where they experienced Florida's worst storm in
a century, they left for a four
game series at Brigham Young
University.
After winning only one game
of the four the Rang~rs boarded
their bus for the nine hour trip
that would get them into Denver about 2:00 a.m.
Toe ride began just as all the
others had. Everyone got some
snacks for the ride after getting
something to eat.
Toe team would be getting in
early Sunday morning which
would give them an entire day
off to relax and catch up on
their studies.
"Sundays are
usually our only day off and it
is a great day to study," stated
Greg Thomas.
Two hours into the trip, the
players were finishing their card
games and were anxious to fall
asleep to make the ride go by
faster. However, the ride, as
well as their Sunday plans, took
a change.
As the bus began to make a
climb up the road it "began to
make a loud noise like when
you grind your gears. Then we
just started slowing down,"
stated Mike Hurley.
Thebusdidinfactbreakdown
as the bus slow1y came to a stop

by Carla Johnson
Career Services

in themiddleofnowhere. "The
only thing around us a bunch of
weeds," said Greg Thomas.
After all the players realized
that the bus was broken, some
weren't even surprised as Jamie
O'Meara stated, "Some things
never change. Youjustleam to
live with it."
Others seemed a bit more
upset, as Tim Karns said, 'This
is getting old. After a 12 hour
delay in Florida's airport, this
is not what you want."
While waiting for a mechanic
to come fix the bus, the players
wondered just how long they
would be stranded. Two hours
later the mechanic showed; but
the luck didn't.
"That bus wouldn't have
started even with a miracle,"
stated a player. The mechanic

was unable to do anything and
the realization of a long delay
set in on the players.
"I was just hoping to·be back
by finals," stated Gabe Garcia.
After unsuccessful efforts to
start the bus, the players were
shuttled to a truck stop twenty
miles away to wait for another
bus to take them to Denver.
After waiting another two
hours for the other bus, the
Rangers were on their way home.
However, instead of getting into
Denver at 2:00 a.m., they were
over nine hours late.
After the past two road trips,
I can only see the Rangers luck
turning positive. However, if
they only have a six hour delay
on their return trip, their luck
would be positive.

As mild spring breezes herald the end of the school yeiuand GRADUATION, seniors'
may be asking, "now what do
I do?!" The answer depends
on you.
If your main goal is to be
hired in the career field for
which you were educated, be
aware that the rules of the hiring game changed during the
1980's; you need to reframe
your ideas about how to get a
job.
Companies often do not advertise their openings. In addition, many corporations are
merging, while others are selling their subsidiaries. This
creates a very fluid job market.
For those Regis grads who
want to shorten the time between looking for a job and
being hired, Career Services
is offering its first ever Recent
Grads Job Club.
In four two-hour sessions,
we will learn how to identify

the career niche that is uniquely
yours -- then discover which
companies hire those occupations.
We will discuss how to create a network of individuals
who can help you find that
opening, and learn how to be
the one who gets the job offer.
In addition, the group
members will share leads and
information uncovered from
their research, and be a support for each other during this
exciting and often unsettling
quest. Call Career Services to
register at 458-3508.
WHAT: Recent Grads Job
Club
WHERE: Coors Life Directions Center, Regis main
campus
WHEN: 9:30- 11:30 a.m.
May 11,13,18 and 20
WHO:
Recent Regis
Alumni; Carla Johnson, Instructor
COST: $25; includes all
materials

-

ATTENTION!
Academic Year 93-94
New Sophomore Seminars
That Include An Off-Campus
Service Component

Fall 1993
Dr. Deborah Blake
Religious Studies
CCS 300 Sec 03
MWF 1:00 - 1:50

Connections across Generations and Cultures;
Diversity in the Western U.S.

Dr. James Giulianelli
Chemistry
CCS 300 Sec 04
Tues 6:00 - 8:30

· Science, Society & Service

Dr. Kevin Maly
Communication Arts
CCS 300 Sec 02
'ITH 1:45 - 3:00

Voices of Diversity in America

Spring 1993
Bonnie Gance-Cleveland
Nursing
To Be Announced

Dr. James Roth
Sociology
To Be Announced

Dr. Eleanor Swanson
English
To Be Announced

Volunteers in the Health Care Setting

Political Ideology and Social Justice

Stories from Across America:
Ritual, Ceremony and Autobiography

...
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Regis students to study
abroad over suin01er

l,spring Formal
Friday April 23
9:30 pm- 1:00 am
at the Jefferson County Nature Center
Tickets on sale during lunches with directions on the
back of the tickets.

"I can't wait to try on some of the
traditional arab clothes," said Hilker.
Kazmerski said, "I hope we don't have
to spend much time outside because
there are lots of bugs over there."
Christy Gruber was granted a Kerr
fellowship which allows her to travel to
one of three Arab countries for an intensive four-week program in Arab and
Islamic studies.
Gruber will participate in a formal incountry academic program, receive
Arabic language lessons and travel to
cities and sites of cultural and historical
significance.
Upon her return she will participate in
20 hours of educational service to the
community through which she will share
her experience with others.

by Stephanie Roller
Senior reporter

Timothy Kazmerski and Carl Hilker
were accepted to join a group of American College students this summer who
will spend a week in Washington, D.C.
and six weeks studying in Syria.
The trip is sponsored by the National
Council on U.S. Arab Relations. Hilker
and Kazmerski were chosen for their
work with the Model League of Arab
States.
The curriculum will include an intensive study of the Arabic language
and culture. In addition, the students
will study Middle Eastern archeology
and will participate in a Syrian archeological dig. The program will run
from June 17 to July 31.

Book Signing - Crimes of Style

Urban Graffiti and the Politics of
Criminality

Attention Clubs and Organizations

by Dr. Jeff Ferrell
with Photography by Gene Stewart

The Ranger Yearbook is now accepting advertising
or the 92-93 yearbook.
There are several ad sizes and prices available, and
his is a great opportunity for your group to leave
a lasting impression on the Regis Community.

Thursday, April 22
12:00 - 1:30 pm
Regis Bookstore

If you are interested in advertising with the Ranger
tall Tillie Sanchez at 458-4152. Hurry the deadline

s May 3rd!

Book Signing Price $29.95
(Regularly $40.00 Retail)

Corrections
It is the policy of the Highlander to
report any corrections brought to oor
attenti.on. We ask that they be brought
to our attention as soon as possible
after the paper is published.

NEW SYSTEMS...
.

$

586DX-40 ...... 1249°0 486DX-55 ..... .*1549°0

1515 So. Sheridan Blvd. • Lakewood
(SW corner of Florida and Sheridan)

,

727-87081
Financing Available • 90 Days Same as Cash

4MB RAM • 120 MB Hard Drive , 1.2 and 1.44 F1oppy
Drive • 2 Serial/1 Parallel/1 Gaine Port • SVGA Color
Monitor .28mm • 101 Enhanced Keyboard • Serial
Mouse • 200 Watt UL Power Supply • Desk Top Case

4MB RAM • 120 MB Hard Drive • 1.2 and 1.44 F1oppy
Drive • 2 Serial/1 Parallel/1 Gaine Port • SVGA Color
Monitor .28mm • 101 Enhanced Keyboard • Serial
Mouse • 200 Watt UL Power Supply • Desk Top Case

486SX-25 ......*1599°0

486DX-50 ... .. .*1999°0

4MB RAM • 120 MB Hard Drive , 1.2 and 1.44 Floppy
Drive • 2 Serial/1 Parallel/1 Gaine Port· SVGA Color
Monitor .28mm • 101 Enhanced Keyboard • Serial
Mouse • 200 Watt UL Power Supply • Desk Top Case

8MB RAM • 213MB Hard Drive • 1.2 and 1.44 Floppy
Drive • 2 Serial/1 Parallel/! Gaine Port • SVGA Color
Monitor .28mm • 101 Enhanced Keyboard· Serial
Mouse• 200WattULPowerSupply • DeskTop.Case

(with approved credit)

-

EJ

i:I

2 Year Warranty Parts and Labor • Same Day Service
TRADE-INS WELCOMED

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK!
HOURS: M-F 9-7, SAT. 9-6, SUN. 10-5

UPGRADES...
386DX-40 upgrade .*599°0 486DX-55 upgrade.$699°°
AMD CPU Motherboard with 64K Cache • 4MB RAM
expandable to 32 MB RAM

Intel CPU with upgradeable Motherboard • 4MB
RAM expandable to 32 MB RAM

PRICES AND AVAILABILI1Y ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOtrr NOTICE

-

FOB NEW SYSTEMS, UPGRADES, SERVICE, PARTS AND USED EQUIPMENT

Coniputer Alliance is YOUR Coniputer Store!

